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Thread A History lesson for the MOAB:

1. The United States of America is not and has never been a Democracy, we're a

Federal Republic tied together by the capital Laws of the Constitution.

Everyone in the country is about to get a harsh lesson on what this really means...

2. In 1871, February 21: Congress Passes an Act to Provide a Government for the District of Columbia, also known as the

Act of 1871.

With no constitutional authority to do so, Congress creates a separate form of

government for the District of Columbia.

3. A ten mile square parcel of land (see,

Acts of the Forty-first Congress,” Section 34, Session III, chapters 61 and 62).■

https://t.co/NG1Yd4y2Fp

4. The act — passed when the country was weakened and financially depleted in

the aftermath of the Civil War — was a strategic move by foreign interests

(international bankers) who were intent upon gaining a stranglehold on the coffers and neck of America.

5. Congress cut a deal w/ the international bankers(Rothschilds of London) to incur a DEBT to said bankers. Because the

bankers were not about to lend money to a floundering nation w/out serious stipulations, they devised a way to get their foot

in the door of the United States.

6. Think The Creature of Jerykll Island...

https://t.co/Q1LnemlxyT

7. The Act of 1871 formed a corporation called THE UNITED STATES. The

corporation, OWNED by foreign interests, moved in and shoved the original Constitution aside. We have 2 Constitutions.
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8. With the Act of 1871, the organic Constitution was defaced — in effect vandalized and sabotage — when the title was

capitalized and the word “for” was changed to “of” in the title.

9. THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is the constitution of

the incorporated UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. It operates in an economic

capacity and has been used to fool the People into thinking it governs the

Republic.

10. Capitalization is NOT insignificant when one is referringto a legal document. This seemingly “minor” alteration has had a

major impacton every subsequent generation of Americans. What Congress did by passing the Act of 1871 was create an

entirely new document, a different one

11. a constitution for the government of the District of Columbia, an INCORPORATED government. This newly altered

Constitution was not intended to benefit the Republic.

12. It benefits only the corporation of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA & operates entirelyoutside the original (organic)

Constitution. Instead of having absolute and unalienable rights guaranteed under the organic Constitution, we the people

now have “relative” rights or privileges

13. One example is the Sovereign’s right to travel, which has now been transformed

(under corporate government policy) into a “privilege” that requires citizens to

be licensed.

14. (Passports) By passing the Act of 1871, Congress committed TREASON against the People who were Sovereign under

the grants and decrees of the Declaration of Independence and the organic Constitution.

15. ■ The Act of 1871 -

The 2 Constitutions - Corporate America

https://t.co/dPa3Jwy43G

16. The government’s own documents that the Constitution has been effectively set aside. In 1933, eleven presidents, both

Democrat and Republican, have used emergency powers for the last 67 years to regulate our daily lives without the

inconvenience of Congressional approval.

17. The definition of “emergencies” has been stretched to include economic problems, social imbalances, and perceived

threats to the US by any foreign country’s actions, even those on other continents.

18. Senate Report■

https://t.co/1WaeF2Rxf6

Written in 1973, says “Since March 9, 1933, the United States has been in a state of declared national emergency…Under

the powers delegated by these statutes, the president may: seize property;…
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19. seize commodities; assign military forces abroad; institute martial law; seize and control all transportation and

communication;…restrict travel; and, in a plethora of particular ways, control the lives of all American citizens.”

20. The president can act through Executive Order, Presidential Proclamation, or through his many agencies, which include

most of the alphabet agencies.

21. The framers of the Constitution asserted that Americans have certain inalienable, God-given rights. But under

emergency rule, all these rights are declared null and void.

22. The government charges us for these rights by requiring licenses and excessive paperwork, with strings attached, as

long as restrictive and ill-defined requirements are met.

23. We have seen in this second half of the twentieth century great advances in technology which have impacted every

aspect of modern life. Ironically, though we are living in the “age of communication”, it often seems as if we have less time

now to talk or listen.

24. For most, modern conveniences haven’t gotten them off the treadmill; they have only made the treadmill go faster.

Quietly, yet rapidly, the small town values of community and common purpose are vanishing.

25. Instead of strength in numbers, we as a nation are increasingly being split into smaller and smaller competing factions,

with the cry of “every man for himself’ ringing through the land.

26. It seems that the phrase, “divide and conquer” has taken the place of, “One nation under God indivisible, with truth and

justice for all”. Americans are retreating behind the locked doors of their individual homes, afraid to enjoy the sunset for fear

of the darkness it brings

27. Almost all the problems we have faced can be traced back to a single point of origin, in a time of national trouble &

despair. It was at this point, when our nation struggled for its survival, that the Constitution of the United States of America

was effectively canceled.

28. We are and have been in a State of Emergency.

It will take me too long to break this down, to thread, and some of you may be fully aware of this information. As for

everyone that isnt familiar with what I am taking about here is the full report on the subject.

29. "War and Emergency Powers" A SPECIAL REPORT ON THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY IN THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA.■

https://t.co/f9FTd1EwZQ

30. Trading with the Enemy Act.

■ Video■

https://t.co/bEIzTCesd6
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31. To put it simply the American people were declared the enemy by a Shadow Government.

What happens when at Outsider becomes president? They never thought she would loose.

32. Think all those corrupt politicians that  hate trump because he never was one of them. Since before he was elected in

2016.

33. Think spygate, Obamagate, Fisa

1-15-21 DECLAS FISA Abuse Investigation 11 Transcripts■

https://t.co/d3WNKLPODU

34. Strzok Notes ■

https://t.co/MnXDt4ga5O

35. Steele Plan to Justify the Dossier■

https://t.co/cHG9isyiOj

36. Senate Judiciary has publicly released declassified documents including key intel on FISA, Crossfire Hurricane, and

Trump Campaign surveillance.■

https://t.co/d3WNKLPODU

37. Organized list of other declassified files■

https://t.co/7pFRdXGgwv

38. If we know Hammer, Scorecard, was used along w/ Dominion, & ballot stuffing to steal the election, so does the entire

United States Military. US Military knows true 2020 election results of all legitimate votes cast before foreign & domestic

interference altered the results.

39. If you think Trump didn't have the NSA in every phone, laptop, and microwave on the planet on the night of the Election

you're actually mentally handicapped.

No Evidence? You've seen my thread right?

If not start here■

https://t.co/MQkK3jAHM6

\U0001f914\U0001f9d0\u2b07\ufe0f \U0001f6a8Active Thread\U0001f6a8

Safe? Doesnt exist? No evidence? Decide for yourself I have things to show you...

Dont say I didnt try to tell you...

Over 2100 post & counting...

Parts 1-19 attached... pic.twitter.com/os0aoC8Y6n
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— TXgrlWatching\U0001f4bb\u2694\U0001f6e1 (@VeritasTXgem) January 5, 2021

40. And here■■

DNI report on election interference has been published... ■

https://t.co/iunaQZ6BMK

41. U.S. Congressinal Election Fraud briefing Congress Members were briefed on ACTUAL ELECTION FRAUD, Jan 4th.■

https://t.co/mSoRInJ1BY

42. THE ART OF THE STEAL■

https://t.co/ESEkCefLaT

43. The immaculate Deception■

https://t.co/whNVbQPEDF

44. The Navarro Report volume III■

https://t.co/1tuzbTtWWu

45. *A reminder that until the next President is officially sworn in he cannot issue ANY orders to the armed forces

whatsoever.

In the case of a dispute of the legitimacy of the incoming Commander in Chief, election interference, wide spread voter fraud

what happens?

46. *From the boards...

DECLAS of FISA on Sunday Jan17th ,2021■

47. FISA is the surveillance apparatus DS uses to vet people entering into government. Get all the dirt they can on someone

at the entry and then blackmail them if they want in. This is why so many in Washington are corrupt. They HAVE to be to get

in. Play the game & you're in.

48. FISA=START...

They know Trump is going to release FISA. That's why they are tying to impeach him. But the fact is, he already has

declassified it. They are too late to the game.

49. Jan 6th was a setup. POTUS needed milltary in Washington for what is about to drop. MAGA rally gave antifa enough

time to prepare to storm the Capitol. POTUS shows up late Holds rally longer than expected. Antifa starts without him.

50. See my timeline■

I compiled multiple timelines into one. Cross referenced w/ my research people at who attended Trumps speech could not

have breeched the Capitol.

https://t.co/QrD14GIIVA
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THREAD:

TIMELINE*

4-Jan-21 *Capitol Police Chief Steven Sund asked House & Senate security officials to request the National Guard be

on standby for January 6, 2021. He was turned down. Two days before the Scheduled Challenge for the Electoral

College. -Wapo

— TXgrlWatching\U0001f4bb\u2694\U0001f6e1 (@VeritasTXgem) January 13, 2021

51. Antifa starts without him.

See Sunrise■

https://t.co/Liz3vTiqbh

THREAD:

1. I think I found you guys at the Capitol... keep in mind some of the https://t.co/En56ucTGuJ

— TXgrlWatching\U0001f4bb\u2694\U0001f6e1 (@VeritasTXgem) January 15, 2021

51. *Patriots are spared the brunt of the attack. Dems and Media play their hand anyway. Claim POTUS led the attacks. Call

for troops to secure Washington against "unhinged President". Game Theory.

52. *Trump led them from behind. Got them to wall themselves in. Now they are trapped and there's no way out FISA will

bring down the house of cards. Media will attempt to block it.

53.* This is the communications blackout. Not done by Trump. Done by Deep State in a last ditch effort to prevent the

REVEAL.

Why hasnt Kamela given up her Senate seat yet? 20,000 troops for what reason?

54. What if I said I think the Act of 1871 was dissolved...

55. Who is Prometheus? If the government is  Zeus. Who is Hercules?

I'll be discussing this later... possibly on another platform... To be announced...

Till then Enjoy the Show...

Part 2...

Know Your Enemy■■

https://t.co/DTbCoR54qN

Thread Pt 2 Know Your Enemy 

 

1. "The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. 

The American mind simply has not come to a realization of the evil which has been introduced into our midst." - J.
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Edgar Hoover

— TXgrlWatching\U0001f4bb\u2694\U0001f6e1 (@VeritasTXgem) January 17, 2021

Part 3

Who is Prometheus?■■

https://t.co/95N6yEfNX8

Thread Pt 3 Who is Prometheus?

1. In Greek mythology, Prometheus, is a Titan of fire. Prometheus is a culture hero & trickster figure who is credited

with the creation of humanity from clay, and who defies the gods by stealing fire and giving it to humanity as

civilization.

— TXgrlWatching\U0001f4bb\u2694\U0001f6e1 (@VeritasTXgem) January 17, 2021
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